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Guest Editorial:
Sense and Sensibility in Neuroengineering

WATCHING the panoramic and colorful sunset, listening
to the rhythmic wave, and feeling the fresh and salty

breeze, a hand gently scrapes across your face and you say: “Life
is good!” Indeed our five senses—audition, smell, taste, touch,
and vision—have allowed us to not only survive but also enjoy
life. These senses are also of paramount importance to our in-
teractions with each other, as well as with the environment.

Our sensibility is extremely sharp, often approaching the
physical limit. The nose can discriminate an essentially infinite
combination of odors [1], the ear can sense vibration of the
diameter of a hydrogen atom [2], and the eye can detect the
presence of a photon [3]. Our sixth sense provides balance,
allowing us to take a walk on the sandy beach even in total
darkness [4].

Unfortunately, our sharp sensibility can be impaired or to-
tally lost due to injury, disease, and the inevitable aging process.
Impaired senses not only affect quality of life, but also have a
significant socio-economical impact. The World Health Organ-
ization has quantitatively measured the “global burden of dis-
ease” in terms of the years of healthy life lost due to prema-
ture mortality and the years lived with disability [5]. Sensory
organ diseases rank second only to neuropsychiatric conditions,
but are ahead of infectious and parasitic, cardiovascular, respira-
tory, and digestive diseases. Hearing loss alone affects 600 mil-
lion people worldwide, including roughly half with disabling
impairment. Falls are the number one cause of injury, ahead of
traffic accidents.

Fortunately, new technologies have emerged to curb these
sensory impairments. Using electric stimulation to restore sen-
sations can be traced to the heroic Italian scientist, Alessandro
Volta, who demonstrated more than 200 years ago that his
“artificial electric organ,” or a battery in today’s terms, could
evoke the senses of touch, taste, smell, hearing, and sight in his
own body [6]. Currently, as the most advanced sensory neuro-
prosthesis, the cochlear implant has restored partial hearing to
more than 100 000 persons, allowing deaf children to develop
near-normal language, and has greatly improved the quality of
life at a reasonable cost to society [7]–[9]. Retinal and vestibular
implants are poised to restore visual and balance functions.
Hybrid bionic systems connecting cybernetic limbs to the af-
ferent nerve may restore touch and joint movement sensations
to provide meaningful biofeedback in amputees [10]–[12].
Stimulation of the central nervous system also makes “senses”
in special patient populations. Technological developments in
microelectronics, micromachining, nanotechnology, and tissue
engineering, are enabling next-generation sensory neural pros-
theses to be truly biomimetic in terms of efficient and integrated
electrode-to-neuron interfaces, interactive signal processing
and transmission, small size, and low power consumption.
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Although we are still far from the TV’s Six Million Dollar
Man and Bionic Woman, who could perform incredible feats of
speed, strength, and vision, the bionic human concept has re-
ceived much and favorable attention by the general scientific au-
dience. For example, Science devoted a special issue to this topic
on 8 February 2002; so did Nature on 13 July 2006. A couple of
popular science books entitled The Body Electric (Rutgers Univ.
Press, 2006) and Shattered Nerves (The Johns Hopkins Univ.
Press, 2006) examined the merge of technology and people in
terms of not only its impact on the way we see, hear, smell, taste,
touch, and think about the world, but also its psychological, so-
cial and philosophical implications [13], [14].

Here, we would like to present a special issue on Sensory
Neural Prostheses to the IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON BIOMEDICAL

ENGINEERING readership with the following three goals in mind.
First, this readership represents sophisticated audiences who de-
serve to gain in-depth knowledge and coverage of the state of
the art research being performed by their peers. Second, this
special issue will likely stimulate interest for both seasoned and
incoming engineers, as well as further development in related
areas in neuroscience, biomaterials, modeling, and medical de-
vices. Last but not least, the special issue will highlight the en-
abling technologies that are often the unsung heroes behind the
success of these sensory neural prostheses. Although our cov-
erage is limited, we acknowledge and appreciate the significant
advances made in understanding molecular and neural mech-
anisms of chemical senses, as well as the importance of in-
tegrating touch to sense temperature, pressure, movement, or
even pain with smart limbs and brain computer interface. Nev-
ertheless, we are pleased to present the 18 papers in this spe-
cial issue with half covering different sensory neural prostheses
at the device level and the other half addressing their enabling
technologies.

Prosthetic Devices: Wilson and Dorman examined a “star”
cochlear implant user whose audiological performance in quiet
approached the level of performance by a normal-hearing
listener. This report has likely the most extensive tests but is
certainly not unique since many more “star” users exist. An and
colleagues reported extensive engineering effort to simplify the
current technology, in hopes that a lower cost but a similar level
of performance would allow access of cochlear implants to
people who cannot afford this wonderful technology. Current
efforts focus on improving cochlear implant performance in
noise, music perception and tonal language perception [9].
Next generation cochlear implants will seamlessly merge with
hearing aid and telecommunication technology, as well as with
biotechnology from nerve growth factor coated electrodes to
hair cell regeneration [15], [16].

Taking advantage of the cochlear implant hardware, the first
retinal implant has been tested in a human clinical trial with
limited success in restoring basic visual percepts to the blind
[17]. Although the earlier cortical stimulation approach appears
to have been abandoned [18], a dozen groups worldwide are
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working on retinal implants. Schanze and colleagues presented
an optically power single-channel retinal implant and tested
its biocompatibility and electric functionality in a chronic cat
model. They were able to show in one cat that electric stimula-
tion of the retina evoked cortical potentials, demonstrating the
feasibility of this optically powered system approach. There
is no question that future visual prostheses should provide
high-resolution images with thousands or even millions of
electric contacts. Programming this high-resolution visual
prosthesis will be extremely challenging. Asher and colleagues
developed sophisticated image processing that can potentially
track the implant position, as well as process and convert the
optical image into patterned electric stimulation in real time.

Although still in the animal test stage, restoring balance,
posture, and proprioception functions will likely be the next
successful sensory neuroprosthesis. Merfeld and colleagues
presented encouraging data showing that a chronically im-
planted 1-dimensional vestibular prosthesis in monkeys can
evoke vestibulo-ocular reflexes, which are important to stabilize
the visual image. Della Santina, Migliaccio, and Patel presented
an engineering design and in vivo physiological data from chin-
chillas to demonstrate the feasibility that a multi-channel
semicircular prosthesis may someday restore 3-D vestibular
sensations. Sachs and Loeb used a BION™ spindle to monitor
muscle movement and detect joint angles and limb posture. The
ability to sense theses changes can be used to plan and perceive
one’s own body position and movement in artificial limbs and
functional electrical stimulation of paralyzed.

Beyond prostheses that stimulate the peripheral nerve, stim-
ulation of the central nervous system also holds promise to
restore sensations in patients whose sensory nerve may have
been destroyed due to disease or surgery. McCreery, Lossinsky,
and Pikov presented design and neural recording of a cen-
tral auditory prosthesis that had been implanted chronically
in the cat’s cochlear nucleus. Song and colleagues modeled
nonlinear dynamic spike train transformations that can be
used for hippocampal-cortical prostheses to restore memory
related functions, an important basis for sensations. Their
unique treatment of combining both parametric and nonpara-
metric modeling approaches may also be applied to the general
human-machine interface problem.

Enabling Technologies: In addition to stimulation, it is
critical to reliably and accurately record neural activities in
sensory neural prostheses for fitting, monitoring and feedback
purposes. Pachnis, Demosthenous, and Donaldson proposed
a simple passive technique using tripolar electrodes to re-
move myoelectric interference in neural recording. Sodagar,
Wise, and Najafi developed a fully integrated, highly-flexible,
mixed-signal, 64-channel, neural processor for use in an im-
plantable neural recording microsystem.

Success of sensory neural stimulation also depends on reli-
able, yet minimally possible invasive insertion of electrodes in
the targeted tissue. Das and colleagues characterized the force
necessary for the microelectrode to enter the cortex in a human
cadaver model. McConnell and colleagues measured extraction
force and cortical tissue reaction of silicon microelectrode
arrays in the rat brain and found increased adhesion between
the electrode and the tissue after implantation. The information
from both studies regarding the materials and their mechanical
properties as well as their interactions with both static and

dynamic force is particularly useful for the design of the next
generation cortical interfaces with increased durability and
utility.

Instead of electric stimulation, Izzo and colleagues used
pulsed lasers to stimulate the nervous system. They were able
to record compound action potentials from the auditory nerve
in gerbils using a mid-infrared laser with a wavelength between
1.8444 and 1.873 , pulse duration as short as 35 , and
pulse rate up to 13 Hz. Laser stimulation can potentially pro-
vide spatially selective stimulation that cannot be achieved by
electric stimulation. However, the safety of chronic usage and
high-rate laser stimulation still need to be demonstrated before
widespread application.

Micromachining and nanotechnology will likely become the
next-generation enabling technology to advance sensory neural
prostheses. Bossi and colleagues designed and prototyped
a new generation of intrafascicular electrodes using “shape
memory alloys.” These new interfaces could address a major
drawback in present neural prostheses by restoring lost connec-
tions between electrodes and neurons due to moving electrical
contacts. Nguyen-Vu and colleagues used vertically aligned
carbon nanofibers to build a multifunctional 3-D neural-elec-
trical interface. The peculiar characteristics of these nanofibers
and their structures, e.g., high aspect ratio nanostructures, the
ability to limit astrocyte production of glial scarring, and high
electrical conductivities, may allow increased functionality and
durability between the implantable devices and the surrounding
tissues.

Biotechnology will also likely be fully integrated with the
next-generation sensory neural prostheses. Lago and colleagues
assessed performance and feasibility of regenerative electrodes
for bi-directional communication with an injured peripheral
nerve in a rat model. Pettingill and colleagues reviewed neuro-
logical techniques that deliver neurotrophic factors to prevent
neuronal loss or even encourage the growth of a nerve towards
the electrode. Next-generation neural prostheses will seam-
lessly apply nanotechnology and biotechnology to recreate the
natural microenvironment with proper physical and chemical
properties for improved senses and sensibility.

The future of sensory neural prostheses is bright.
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